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Abstract

Customer knowledge contribution is a vital source of business value. Existing studies paid limited attention to emotional influence on knowledge contribution. Drawing upon social support theory, this study attempts to elaborate the influence of emotional support and informational support on knowledge contribution of customers in a firm-hosted online community. Through quantitative content analysis including product feature extraction and sentiment analysis, we analyzed content data from 2318 users. A set of research hypotheses were tested via regression analysis of panel data. We found that informational support (information diagnosticity and source credibility) and emotional support (emotional consistency and emotional difference) significantly affect customer knowledge contribution. This study contributes to knowledge contribution literature by showing the emotional and informational influence, and provides insights for community managers.

1. Introduction

In the digital economy, the focus of business value creation activities has been shifted from the traditional core (i.e., the enterprise itself, its core supply chain and enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems) to the enterprise edge, such as customers and online communities [1]. Customers are becoming vital sources of business value [2, 3]. Through firm-hosted online communities, they share knowledge, suggestions, usage experiences about products with employees and other customers. Dell’s IdeaStorm and Starbucks’s My Starbucks Idea are examples of communities that collect customers’ product ideas and suggestions [4, 5]. Customer knowledge contribution has been regarded as a main driver of business innovation and growth [6]. Given the importance of customer knowledge contribution, practitioners and researchers are faced with a fundamental question: How are customers motivated to contribute product knowledge in firm-hosted online communities?

To answer this question, it is necessary to understand the characteristics of user posting behaviors in firm-hosted online communities. First, user knowledge is a public good [7]. Users expect to get psychological or practical benefits from the community to compensate for their time and effort. Second, high-level interactivity of online communications enable reciprocal relationships to be formed among users [8]. Users can easily evaluate opinions, filter information and seek better answers in online communities. Third, the postings are characterized by emotionality [9]. There are two dimensions of emotions in firm-hosted communities: emotion towards products of the firm versus emotion towards users’ posting behaviors [10].

On one hand, the discussion topics in firm-hosted online communities are product-related. The messages posted by customers convey their positive or negative emotions toward the products. On the other hand, based on the reciprocal relationship network, users can seek relevant and useful information from others. They may express their positive emotions (e.g., gratitude) or negative emotions (e.g., dissatisfactory) toward others’ knowledge contribution behaviors in posting messages.

Although many scholars have extensively studied the antecedents of knowledge contribution, there are some research limitations. First, prior studies mainly focused on anticipated contribution outcomes. They identified the influence factors from the perspective of psychological motivations and IT artifact designs [11-14]. However, to a large extent, the emotional factors are neglected [15]. We consider the two emotional dimensions in social interactions (i.e., emotional resonance towards the products and emotional approval towards users) may both influence users’ knowledge contribution. To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has empirically analyzed the impact of the emotional interactions on knowledge contribution.

Second, informational support from other users has been regarded as a highly challenging issue for sustainable user contribution [7]. Existing studies mainly illustrated this aspect using anticipated reciprocity and perceived informational help [8, 11, 16],...
which cannot capture the practical benefits. Some studies also used the number of peers’ posts or replies to measure the informational benefits [12, 13]. However, not all messages from peers are meaningful and helpful [17]. Therefore, we measured informational benefits using quality dimensions (i.e., information diagnosticity and source credibility) and examined their effect on knowledge contribution.

Third, for research methodology, existing studies are mostly based on survey data or secondary data directly shown on the web pages, which results in lack of understanding of the posting contents. The massive amount of data collected from users’ postings carries plenty of sentiment and opinions toward different product topics [18]. In this paper, we conducted quantitative content analysis to mine users’ real sentiment and the quality of user generated content.

Based on the social support theory, we empirically examined how emotional support and informational support affect product knowledge contribution of customers using quantitative content analysis. This study contributes to knowledge contribution literature by highlighting the influence of emotional responses and high-quality information benefits from other users. It will also provide insights to managers concerning how to improve users’ product knowledge contribution.

2. Theoretical background and hypotheses

2.1. User knowledge contribution

Two main classes of user motivation to knowledge contribution have been identified by prior studies: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic motivation focuses on the inherent satisfaction and enjoyment from the activity, while extrinsic motivation indicates goal-driven factors such as rewards and benefits [19]. We will review these antecedents and differentiate them. Table 1 shows an article summary of prior research.

On one hand, scholars have shown that satisfaction, commitment [20, 21], interaction propensity, enjoying helping and self-efficacy are main underlying factors that drive them to contribute knowledge [8, 11, 20-24]. Intrinsic factors have been well-studied in online communities. They will not be included in this paper.

On the other hand, scholars identified the extrinsic antecedents based on IT artifact design practices. IT artifacts employed by online communities provide capabilities for various functions such as user self-identification [25], formation of reciprocal knowledge sharing relationships among users [12], and facilitation of the emotional communications among users [26]. Prior studies mainly focused on the first two functionalities of IT artifacts. For example, rewards and ranks are IT-based features to facilitate verification of self-identity [7, 8, 23, 24]. Social capitals, social learning, informational value, reputation, peer-recognition, reciprocity are anticipated benefits that are derived from reciprocal relationships [12, 14, 16].

There are several research opportunities. First, scholars paid limited attention towards the influence of emotional interactions. Hyvärinen and Beck (2018) have suggested this limitation. Based on a comprehensive literature review of the role of emotions in social media, they identified scarce research on the study of emotional factors to predict user engagement behaviors out of 82 reviewed papers [15]. Second, prior studies mainly used statistical data directly from the web pages or survey data from respondents to study extrinsic motivations without understanding the sentiment and opinions embedded in users’ messages. Despite facing information overload online, users give great consideration to related, useful information and credible information source [27]. Therefore, the informational benefits factors should be explored extensively by analyzing the information content.

2.2. Social support and knowledge contribution

The impact of the emotional and informational influence on knowledge contribution can be explained by Social Support Theory. Social support is defined as “the exchange of verbal and nonverbal messages conveying emotion, information, or referral, to help to reduce one’s uncertainty or stress” [28]. It can be regarded as social resources that are available to the person [29] and enable him feel he is being cared for and responded to by other people [30]. Emotional support and informational support have been identified as two main supportive resources [31, 32]. Some studies have suggested that emotional support and informational support are part of users’ contribution motivations in virtual communities [33, 34].

2.2.1. Informational support. Informational support refers to assistance from others in the form of recommendations, advice, or knowledge [35]. Because user knowledge is a public good, users may be not willing to contribute knowledge unless they can get information benefits from others [7]. Such reciprocal relationships with other users are shown to increase relationship quality [36], increase self-efficacy [37], improve satisfaction towards the online community [22] and promote knowledge contribution [34].

However, existing studies about informational support have not paid much attention to information quality. Supportive information does not imply the high quantity of messages from others, but the related and helpful information [27]. Compared with quantity, quality are more central cues for users to determine the informational benefits [9]. The quality aspects of online information can be divided into information diagnosticity and source credibility [38, 39].
Information diagnosticity reflects the content quality. It refers to the extent to which the presented product information can help the users to evaluate the product better [39]. By reading those information, users can understand product features and usage experiences. Therefore, information diagnosticity is sometimes measured as information helpfulness [40] and product information regarding the customer needs [39]. When users perceive that the information is diagnostic, their information needs will be satisfied, and they will be more willing to contribute in return.

**Hypothesis 1. The information diagnosticity of other users’ messages in the current period will positively influence the user’s product knowledge contribution in the subsequent period.**

Source credibility measures the extent to which a piece of information is perceived to be authentic and credible [17]. It is related to the expertise and trustworthiness of the informant [39]. When users perceive that an informant is in the position to know the truth, they will consider the information to be useful and weigh it more than other informants’ messages [9]. An informant with high expertise has established the knowledge structure of products [41]. He is able to accurately identify the product-related problems and answer the information seeker’s question. Therefore, source credibility will save the users’ information-searching time and reduce information ambiguity. In this situation, users may be more willing to participate in the knowledge exchange process.

**Hypothesis 2. The source credibility of received information in the current period will positively influence the user’s product knowledge contribution in the subsequent period.**

### 2.2.2. Emotional support. Emotional support refers to messages from others that contain emotional concerns such as caring, understanding, sympathy and empathy [35]. Such emotional connections relate to how online users interact with each other and may drive users’ behaviors. Emotion can either refer to user’s emotions toward individual activities or opinions toward products. Hyvärinen and Beck (2018) suggest opinions should be differentiated from other emotions [15]. Both types of emotion response may exert influence on customer knowledge contribution behaviors.
2.2.2.1 Emotional approval towards contribution behaviors. Emotions toward individual activities has been widely studied in health-related online communities. Scholars have found that users often explicitly seek emotional support from others that can motivate them to change or improve their health situations [42, 43]. Similarly, in firm-hosted online communities, users’ knowledge contribution also relates to emotional responses. It is because anticipated emotional responses will always be considered into a person’s decision-making process [44, 45]. Emotional approval from others towards the user’s contribution behaviors means improved peer recognition, reputation and self-efficacy out of his/her expertise, which should enhance his/her contribution desires [46]. In addition, expressions of emotional approval may increase relationship quality [47] and satisfaction [48, 49], which can produce contributor’s positive emotions and shape subsequent contribution behaviors [50].

**Hypothesis 3.** The emotional approval towards individual knowledge contribution behaviors gained from other users in the current period will positively influence the user’s product knowledge contribution in the subsequent period.

2.2.2.2 Emotional Resonance towards products. In firm-hosted online communities, there are plenty of messages that convey how users evaluate a product. Some studies of emotions toward product evaluations are in the form of review ratings in electronic word-of-mouth communications [51-53]. They have shown how review valence influence other customers’ perceptions of review helpfulness. Other studies have also studied emotional influence on knowledge sharing [54, 55]. They found that emotional cues in messages can facilitate users’ knowledge sharing behaviors.

However, most studies mainly focused on the review emotion per se and neglected the emotion comparison among users. In the community, a focal user can express their opinions toward products by initiating a post. Then other users can review that post and express their own opinions that are similar or different from the author of the original post. We anticipate the emotional resonance from other users should influence further knowledge contribution behaviors. Emotional resonance is defined as “the emotional harmony and/or disjuncture between collective action frames and the emotional lives of potential recruits” [56]. Based on the definition, two possible resonances can be produced: directionally same and opposite opinions. We used two measures to represent the emotional resonance results: the degree of emotional consistency and the degree of emotional difference.

Emotional consistency measures whether the two parties (focal user and reviewers) have similar opinions (same polarized emotion) toward products. Altruistic behaviors is primarily facilitated by similar opinions among users [57]. Similar opinions represents a kind of agreement and support from other users. Thus, this emotional consistency could release focal users’ stress [58, 59], which can be regarded as a kind of contribution goal success and further increase their contribution desires. Qiu et al. (2012) have suggested that customers are more likely to contribute product-related information when they perceive they are consistent with opinions of others toward products [40].

**Hypothesis 4.** The emotional consistency towards products between the focal user and the reviewers in the current period will positively influence product knowledge contribution in the subsequent period.

To measure the extent to which opinions of two parties are different, emotional difference were calculated to measure whether other users holds more positive or negative views than the focal user toward products. Emotional valence has been the research focus for its possible influence on customer altruism behaviors [60, 61]. Compared to positive information, users tend to be more sensitive to negative information during brand evaluation and decision-making [9]. They regard negative information as more useful information because more negative information means less ambiguity in categorizing a product as low in quality [62-64]. This is called negativity bias. Therefore, we consider more negative emotions (than the focal user’s emotion) will help focal user evaluate the product better and evoke him/her more prosocial behaviors.

**Hypothesis 5.** When a focal user perceives his/her reviewers hold more negative emotions toward products than himself/herself in the current period, he/she will contribute more product knowledge in the subsequent period.

The overall research model is shown in Figure 1. The emotional reviews and informational benefits from other users has the potential to influence the focal user’s product-related knowledge contribution.

![Figure 1. Research Model and Hypotheses](image-url)
3. Research Methodology

3.1 Research Method

Quantitative content analysis was used to analyze the content data. It is a research technique for objective quantitative description of content [65]. The process includes segmenting content into several units, assigning each unit to a category and providing numerical values to each category [66]. With this method, we are able to conduct product feature extraction and sentiment analysis as shown in Figure 2.

We used product feature extraction to analyze the product-related information in content. We established a dictionary to count the product-related terminologies. We then used existing electronic product glossaries from a Chinese search engine platform named Sougou (https://pinyin.sogou.com/dict). In addition, colloquial words, synonyms, and unique words in our studied community are extracted from messages by official administrators that introduce product features. Using tf-idf algorithm in Python, we computed the weight of each word in those posts and sort out the important technical noun words [67].

In addition, we conducted sentiment analysis to mine emotions underlying in these messages. For content analysis of Chinese, many research institutions provide well-classified word dictionaries. Our emotion dictionaries (including positive/negative adjectives and adverbs) were adapted from National Taiwan University Sentiment Dictionary (NTUSD) [68] and Hownet lexicon from CNKI platform (a Chinese knowledge management platform) [69]. For each message, we cut it into sub-sentences using punctuations. For each sub-sentence, we further computed its emotion score (both positive score and negative score). This is consistent with Cheung and Thadani’s suggestion that messages are sometimes two-sided and contain both positive and negative elements [9]. By summarizing all positive scores and negative scores of sub-sentences, we obtain net emotion score for each sentence. When computing the emotion score, we weighted some adjectives based on the existence of specified adverbs, exclamation point and privative words. For example, there is a message “It is pretty. However, it is expensive, and it is the most useless product I’ve ever used.”. The emotion score of the first sub-sentence equals 1 because there is one positive word pretty. The emotion score of the second sub-sentence is (-1) because of the negative word expensive. The negative score of the word useless in the third sub-sentence is weighted twice because of the adverb word most (i.e., the emotion score equals -2). Then the net emotion score of the whole message is (1-1-2=-2). In this way, we analyzed emotions in all forms of messages of sample users including posts, replies and reviews.

3.2. Data Collection

The panel data used in this article was collected from Xiaomi’s online community named as MIUI community (http://www.miui.com/). Xiaomi was established in 2010 and has been a top-5 smartphone manufacturer in China. It repeatedly attributes its rapid growth and success to customers’ knowledge contribution in product development and improvement. MIUI is one of its software products. Customers in MIUI community can report product bugs, suggest possible solutions, discuss product features, and share usage perceptions and experiences.

We developed a Python program to collect panel data of users. Our sample users is from an active user group named inner testing group in this community. They are selected by the community administrators based on their status points. This allows us to focus on active users and understand their behaviors. Also, this mitigates possible estimation bias from inactive group [7]. We first randomly chose 2515 users and tracked their weekly activities from January 7, 2018 to March 13, 2018. In total, 9 time-period panel data were collected. After filtering out users with incomplete data, 2318 users were used in this research. In addition, we also tracked their complete activity history (including 129167 posts and 1442041 replies) and all reviews to their posts (3577020 reviews) for content analysis.
3.3. Variable Measures

3.3.1. Dependent variable. Based on Marchi et al. (2011) [70], we computed user’s product knowledge contribution as the number of product-related technical words in user’s initiated posts (Knowledge, i = 1, 2, ..., 2318, t = 1, 2, ...9). This is a reasonable way to identify whether the user is posting product-related information because product-related technical terms are a kind of common language in the community. Using feature extraction analysis, 7372 technical words are included in the dictionary. Based on this dictionary, we used text-retrieval technique in Python language to compute the number of non-repeated technical terms that appeared in users’ posts.

3.3.2. Independent variables. For information diagnosticity, it was accessed using informativeness [39] and helpfulness [40]. Informativeness measures necessary information offered by other users [9]. We calculated it as the number of product-related terms contained in focal user’s received reviews in the logarithm form (lnInfo, t-1). We refer to the product feature dictionary and count the number of terms by traversing the review content. In addition, helpfulness was measured as the number of positive evaluations given by the focal user towards other users’ contribution behaviors (Help, t-1).

For source credibility, it is difficult to judge credibility of users except for the employees. In MIUI community, internal employees are registered users (labeled as developer or administrator) to answer questions of customers. Therefore, we used the number of bug report posts answered by employees as a gauge to represent the extent to which the information source are credible (Credit, t-1).

For emotional approval towards the focal user (Approval, t-1), we used the ratio of reviews with positive emotions toward the user in all reviews.

The measures of emotional resonance towards products should be computed by each post. This is because each post contains a net emotion score towards products (the scores can be 0). The emotions in reviews is then compared with emotion score of the original post.

For emotional consistency, we first computed the net emotion score (positive score – negative score) of each post and each review. Then for each post, we computed the number of reviews with same direction emotional signs to the sign of the post. Finally we summarized the numbers of reviews with same signs in all posts. As shown in Formula (1), N, t-1 is the number of initiated posts up to time period (t-1) of focal user i.

\[
\text{Consistency}_{i,t-1} = \sum_{j=1}^{N_{i,t-1}} \text{SameSignReviewNum}_{i,j,t-1}
\]  

For emotional difference (EmoDiff, i,t-1), we used upward emotional difference to represent to what extent the emotion of the review is higher than the emotion of the original post. By aggregating upward emotional differences of all posts, we computed the overall upward emotional difference as shown in Formula (2). \( N_{i,t-1} \) is the post number of user i up to time period (t-1). For post j of user i, \( M_{i,j,t-1} \) is the review number of post j up to time period (t-1). For each review k to the post j of user i, diff, jk is the upward emotional difference between review k and the post j (i.e., emotion score of the review k – emotion score of the post j).

This formula computes the average emotional difference of all posts. For example, user i have two posts in time period (t-1). The net emotion scores in those two posts are both (-2). The first post received reviews with emotion scores {1, 2, 3}, and the second post received reviews with scores {1, -2, -3, 1, 2, 3}.

The total upward difference of the first post is (3+4+5=12). Similarly, the value of the second post is also 12. However, it is obvious that the review emotions in the first post is more positive than the second post. Therefore, we use averaged emotional difference value to represent the difference value of each post. The averaged value of the first post is (12/3=4). The averaged value of the second post is (12/6=2). Finally, for the two posts, the emotional difference is ((4+2)/2=3), which implies on the whole reviewers hold more positive emotions (3 scores higher) than user i.

\[
\text{EmoDiff}_{i,t-1} = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{N_{j,t-1}} \left( \sum_{i,j} \text{diff}_{i,j} / M_{i,j,t-1} \right)}{N_{i,t-1}} \tag{2}
\]

Prior studies have suggested the influence of incentive and social network on knowledge contribution [14, 23]. Therefore, we controlled such variables. Users in MIUI community can accumulate status scores by participating in online activities. The status value (lnStatus, t-1) represents the formal recognition of user contribution. Furthermore, MIUI community provides each member’s cumulative online time (OT, t-1). It reflects participation duration of users. In addition, users can establish friendship relationship with other users through Request-Confirmation mechanism. This relationship is represented as a control variable (Friend, t-1).

Table 2 shows the variable descriptions and the pairwise correlations. Our research model is shown in Equation (3). \( \beta_i \) are the coefficient estimates. \( u_i \) is the unobserved heterogeneity. \( v_{it} \) is the idiosyncratic error.
4. Data Analysis and Results

The Hausman test showed that fixed effect model (FEM) is more appropriate than random effect model (REM) ($p<0.001$). F test further showed FEM is preferred over the mixed effect model ($p<0.001$). Therefore, we chose to run FEM model. In addition, the modified Wald test revealed group-wise heteroskedasticity ($p<0.001$). The Wooldridge test revealed there is first-order autocorrelation in panel data ($p<0.001$). To get the valid estimators, we used the cluster-robust standard errors [71]. FEM regression results are shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics and Pearson Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean(S.D.)</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge0i</td>
<td>295.453(1449.70)</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnInfo0i</td>
<td>4.917 (1.622)</td>
<td>0.276*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help0i</td>
<td>133.025 (336.22)</td>
<td>0.175*</td>
<td>0.231*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit0i</td>
<td>4.833 (9.616)</td>
<td>0.121*</td>
<td>0.270*</td>
<td>0.113*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval0i</td>
<td>0.166 (0.097)</td>
<td>0.084*</td>
<td>0.088*</td>
<td>0.117*</td>
<td>0.021*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistencyi</td>
<td>103.970 (604.17)</td>
<td>0.498*</td>
<td>0.389*</td>
<td>0.191*</td>
<td>0.031*</td>
<td>0.138*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoDiffi</td>
<td>-0.043 (0.226)</td>
<td>-0.260*</td>
<td>-0.196*</td>
<td>-0.117*</td>
<td>0.026*</td>
<td>-0.147*</td>
<td>-0.271*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnStatusi</td>
<td>8.231 (0.726)</td>
<td>0.228*</td>
<td>0.444*</td>
<td>0.293*</td>
<td>0.406*</td>
<td>0.083*</td>
<td>0.205*</td>
<td>-0.115*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTi</td>
<td>106.501 (238.15)</td>
<td>0.223*</td>
<td>0.267*</td>
<td>0.296*</td>
<td>0.252*</td>
<td>0.141*</td>
<td>0.247*</td>
<td>-0.125*</td>
<td>0.433*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendi</td>
<td>0.889 (8.701)</td>
<td>0.367*</td>
<td>0.172*</td>
<td>0.268*</td>
<td>0.072*</td>
<td>0.123*</td>
<td>0.297*</td>
<td>-0.196*</td>
<td>0.232*</td>
<td>0.389*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1, * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed);

Table 3. Results of Fixed Effect Model Regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>182.634***</td>
<td>17.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTi</td>
<td>4.440</td>
<td>3.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnStatusi</td>
<td>14.098***</td>
<td>2.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendi</td>
<td>64.249</td>
<td>39.486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnInfo0i</td>
<td>31.932***</td>
<td>7.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help0i</td>
<td>65.827***</td>
<td>20.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit0i</td>
<td>61.200***</td>
<td>11.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approval0i</td>
<td>-2.447</td>
<td>4.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistencyi</td>
<td>33.419**</td>
<td>14.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EmoDiffi</td>
<td>-29.253**</td>
<td>12.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²(within)</td>
<td>0.238***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

For control variables, the results showed that the users with higher status points were more likely to contribute to product knowledge. In addition, the influence of online time and friend number were insignificant as control variables.

Our results confirmed the influence of informational support. First, users who receive more product-related information from other users appeared to make more product knowledge contribution in the subsequent week ($β_3=31.932$, $p<0.01$). Also, users receiving more helpful information were found to contribute more knowledge in return ($β_2=65.827$, $p<0.01$). Thus, hypothesis H1 was validated.

Users receiving more answers to their bug report posts from credible employees also contributed more subsequently, supporting H2 ($β_3=61.200$, $p<0.01$). For emotional support, our results showed the insignificant relationship between others’ emotional approval towards the focal user’s contribution behaviors ($p>0.1$). Thus, H3 was not supported.

Emotional resonance towards products from other users were found to have significant influence on user knowledge contribution. More consistent opinions from other users appeared to encourage the focal users’ knowledge contribution, validating H4 ($β_3=33.419$, $p<0.05$). Moreover, when reviewers hold emotions that are more negative than the focal users, the focal users were more willing to make contributions, which supported H5 ($β_3=-29.253$, $p<0.05$).

To ensure our results are robust, we conducted analyses with different sample size (1000, 1500, 2000). The significance of each coefficients was consistent, indicating that our model is robust.

5. Discussion

5.1. Theoretical contributions and implications

The study contributes to knowledge contribution literature by examining the influence of informational support and emotional support. Overall, we analyzed the antecedent roles of informational and emotional support. This is consistent with the implications in response theory and regulation theory. In response theory, Horowitz et al. (2001) identified agentic responses (i.e., information and advice) and communal responses (i.e., empathy and understanding) are two important dimensions of listeners’ responses that can produce positive personal feelings [72]. In addition, in
identified interpersonal affect regulation strategies, cognitive engagement strategies involve getting advice, whereas affective engagement strategies relate to emotion expressions [73]. Our findings provide supporting evidence to these theories.

For informational support, we found that diagnostic information from other users can facilitate user product knowledge contribution. Zhao et al. (2013) have suggested conscious deliberation is likely to guide user future contribution behaviors. Users tend to evaluate the benefits of behaviors especially the information benefits [74]. Similarly, based on social exchange theory, users tend to reward other users for their assistance by contributing knowledge [75].

Information credibility was found to positively affect user knowledge contribution. In the firm-hosted online community, employees especially the product developers are the most credible users. When users perceive product failure, they tend to produce antisocial behaviors [76]. At that moment, employees can accurately identify needs/problems of customers, and improve customer satisfaction and value [77]. Our results confirmed that when employees reply to more bug report posts, users tend to contribute more knowledge to the community.

For emotional support, this paper identified the different influence of emotional responses toward users and emotional responses toward products. On one hand, emotional approval from other users represents their recognition of the user contribution behaviors. It was found to have no influence on subsequent contribution behaviors of focal users. The reason for that could be explained by the technology artifact design of our studied community. In MIUI community, positive emotional expressions of contribution behaviors from other users cannot bring more reputation or status value than other non-emotional reviews. Sutanto and Jiang (2013) have suggested that rating of contributed knowledge from other users may have no influence on continuous knowledge contribution because reputation is much more important than user feedback. They provide support for our results [46].

On the other hand, emotional resonance towards products from others was shown to significantly affect knowledge contribution behaviors. First, consistent opinions from others are a kind of agreement and support of focal user’s opinion, which can narrow the distance between the users. This result confirmed the work by Yu and Chu (2007) that affection similarity can produce voluntary contribution [78].

Second, the upward emotional difference was shown to be negatively related to knowledge contribution. That implies when the focal user perceives others that hold more negative emotions, the focal user is more likely to contribute knowledge. Although existing studies have already shown the negativity bias (users pay more attention to negative emotions), they may have not taken in consideration and neglected the focal user’s prior impression of products. We emphasize that this bias can also exist after emotion comparisons and users are sensitive to more negative emotions than themselves. This can be explained by the perceived information helpfulness. More negative information implies less ambiguity in the product quality evaluation, which provides more reference value for users [64].

Overall, our research makes contributions to knowledge contribution literature in several ways. First, we identified informational support and emotional support as antecedents of product knowledge contribution. Existing literature has paid limited attention to emotional factors. Specially, we examined how emotion responses from other users influence users’ subsequent behaviors. Second, we used quantitative content analysis to deeply mine users’ emotions underlying the messages. This method of data collection allows us to measure the quality aspects of messages. In this way, we combine qualitative and quantitative methods in one study and more precisely examined the role of informational and emotional support. Third, our findings indicate that emotional resonance towards products is more important than emotional approval of users’ behaviors.

Our study provides some practical implications for firm-hosted community managers. First, when it comes to the technology artifact design, managers should not only focus on reputation-based or membership-based mechanism, they should also pay attention to informational and emotional interactions among users. Attention is also needed to ensure employee-customer interactions because employees can also play an important role in facilitating user contribution. This study provides guidance for managers about how to facilitate users’ knowledge contribution.

5.2. Limitations and future research

There are several limitations in this study. First, we used the user’s knowledge in initiated posts as dependent variable, which cannot capture the differences between post behaviors and reply behaviors. We believe that post and reply behaviors are influenced by different factors. This can be explored in future research. Second, the present study is conducted in a single firm-hosted community. Analyses with multiple firms are needed to generalize our findings.

6. Conclusion

Customers have increasingly become value co-creator of firms by contributing knowledge to their products or services. The prior literature has not paid adequate attention to emotional antecedents. Based on
social support theory, this study analyzed data using quantitative content analysis method and found significant influence of informational support and emotional support on product knowledge contribution. Specifically, we demonstrated the important role of emotional resonance from other users. This research provides both theoretical and managerial implications.
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